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As this is the first Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing highlights from the 
Monthly Kick-O�, and if appropriate, monthly video.

Depending on your classroom setup and resources, you can suggest students play a seated game that 
does not require you to move desks, or you can move desks, or bring students outside. Depending on 
the type of game you allow, optional materials may include: balls, cards, dice, chalk, hula-hoops or other 
available game accessories. ***As students try to play their new game, students will become frustrated. 
Think about how to manage students' frustrations and focus on the fun. 

Total Prep Time: 5-10 mins.

In this whole class activity, the entire class invents a new game or sport that they can epically fail at 
together by each contributing one silly, nearly impossible rule or requirement. 

WEEK 1

GOALS FOR THE WEEK
• Approach common objects and activities as if you have never experienced them and with the intention  
 to learn more. 
• Get outside of your comfort zone to see life as an endless opportunity to uncover and discover joy and  
 meaning every single day.
• Overcome fear of failure and judgment by approaching life with a fun-loving mentality and realizing  
 being the best just isn’t the point.
• Understand how “BEING A NEWBIE” is an important part of this month’s theme, “MONDAY 
 GETS CURIOUS”.
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1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS: “EPIC FAILURE SPORTS”

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
“EPIC FAILURE SPORTS”

• What does it mean to EPICALLY FAIL or to be an EPIC FAILURE?
• Why is it scary to FAIL? 
• Is it scary to FAIL when no one is watching? Why or why not?
• What do you assume others will think about you if you FAIL and why does it feel like their 
 thoughts matter? 
• What do you think and feel when you see others FAIL? 
– Do you judge or think less of them? Why or why not?
– How can this teach you to not fear FAILING in front of others?
• How can you embody joy and confidence even when you are EPICALLY FAILING?
• How might purposefully FAILING in a fun and familiar setting help you more confidently face potential  
 FAILURE in the future?
• How might playing an EPIC FAILURE SPORTS GAME help you and others get outside of your comfort  
 zone and feel comfortable joining activities that you might FAIL at in the future?
• How might playing an EPIC FAILURE SPORTS GAME help you embracing opportunities to BE A NEWBIE  
 in the future?
• How might playing an EPIC FAILURE SPORTS game connect you to how much YOU MATTER even when  
 you FAIL? 

• Explain: 
- Remember being new to a school, class, or job? It’s not always the most pleasant feeling. In fact, it can be  
 downright uncomfortable sometimes. It’s easy to feel isolated and alone. That’s true too when we try  
 something new, like a hobby, an activity, a sport or a new way of thinking. But, being new at something can  
 also be healthy, exciting, and full of possibilities.
- It’s important not get stuck on the fear of EPIC FAILURE when you are A NEWBIE.

ASK 1-3 QUESTIONS FROM THE LIST BELOW TO WARM STUDENTS UP ON THE 
ACTIVITY’S FOCUS:
 *NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

2)

SET UP THE “EPIC FAILURE SPORTS” ACTIVITY:3)

• Explain: 
- Today, the entire class will invent a new game or sport that they can EPICALLY FAIL at together by each  
 contributing one silly, nearly impossible rule or requirement (Examples: Can only move backwards; Hop  
 on one leg entire game; throw with non-dominant arm; only use head to move ball)
• As you write down their suggestions, ask each student to contribute one silly, nearly impossible rule 
 or requirement (Examples: Can only move backwards; Hop on one leg entire game; throw with   
 non-dominant arm; only use head to move ball) to their EPIC FAILURE SPORTS game.
• Depending on your classroom setup and resources, you can suggest students play a seated game that  
 does not require you to move desks, or you can move desks or bring students outside.
• Depending on the type of game you allow, optional materials to distribute may include: Ball, cards,  
 dice, chalk, hula-hoop or other available game accessories
• When students EPIC FAILURE SPORTS rules have been recorded and reviewed, instruct students to  
 begin playing their EPIC FAILURE SPORTS game until time is up.

START THE “EPIC FAILURE SPORTS” ACTIVITY:4)
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• What was challenging about this activity? Why?
• What was your favorite part of this activity? Why?
• What was the most unexpected or important lesson you took away from this activity? Why?
• What did it feel like to EPICALLY FAIL?
• Does FAILURE always have to feel like a bad thing? Why or why not?
• How does your attitude or perspective change how FAILURE feels?
• How is FAILURE a necessary step toward learning and improving?
• How might EPIC FAILURE help you learn, grow and approach life with a fun-loving mentality instead of  
 judging yourself?
• What can you keep in mind to remember to embrace joy and confidence even when you are FAILING?
• Did this activity inspire you to embrace more opportunities to BE A NEWBIE even if you might 
 EPICALLY FAIL? How so?
• How can you joyfully and confidently embrace opportunities to EPICALLY FAIL in the future? 

AFTER THE ACTIVITY, ASK 1-3 OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS TO HELP STUDENTS 
REFLECT ON WHAT THEY’VE ACCOMPLISHED AND HOW THEY CAN TAKE THIS FOR-
WARD:
*NOTE: Choose questions appropriate to your students' ages, grades, ability levels, and classroom goals. Students  

 may share their answers in pairs, small groups, or as a large group.

5)

THANK STUDENTS FOR SHARING THEIR “EPIC FAILURE SPORTS” IDEAS AND 
REFLECTIONS. REMIND STUDENTS THAT BEING THE BEST JUST ISN’T THE POINT, 
BECAUSE BEING NEW AT SOMETHING IS HEALTHY, EXCITING AND FULL OF POSSIBIL-
ITY. 

6)

ENCOURAGE AND CHECK IN WITH STUDENTS ON ANY PLANS THEY HAVE TO USE 
THEIR “EPIC FAILURE SPORTS” IDEAS AND REFLECTIONS OUTSIDE OF CLASS. CHECK 
IN WITH STUDENTS ON HOW THEY ARE APPROACHING LIFE WITH A FUN-LOVING 
MENTALITY, INSTEAD OF JUDGING THEMSELVES FOR WHAT THEY DON’T KNOW OR 
FOR NOT BEING “AS GOOD” AS OTHERS. ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO DISCOVER AND 
CELEBRATE THE FACT THAT THEY’RE LEARNING SOMETHING NEW.

7)

CONTINUE EXPLORING HOW TO HELP OTHERS “BE A NEWBIE” AND “GET CURIOUS” BY 
LEADING ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLWING EXTENSION IDEAS.

8)
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- ROY T. BENNETT, AUTHOR

DON'T LET THE EXPECTATIONS AND 
OPINIONS OF OTHER PEOPLE AFFECT 
YOUR DECISIONS. IT'S YOUR LIFE, 
NOT THEIRS. DO WHAT MATTERS MOST 
TO YOU; DO WHAT MAKES YOU FEEL 
ALIVE AND HAPPY. 
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EXTENSION 
IDEAS:   

 1) Master-Apprentice: Student pairs teach each other how to do something the other has never done  
  before by asking their “expert” classmate to teach them a new skill or game. Examples: card game,  
  jump rope or clapping game, secret hand shake, sentence or phrase in a di�erent language.
 2) Newbie Try-Outs: Students research a skill, game or talent and try it independently or with friends.
 3) Just Show Up: Students join an extracurricular activity, school club, community group, or volunteer  
  opportunity and commit to signing up and showing up.
 4) Learn from Failure Recap:  After playing their “Epic Failure Sports” game, students discuss the   
  following questions at length: What worked and what didn’t? How could you make the game run  
  more smoothly in the future? What could you do di�erently to resolve some of the challenges or  
  mistakes from your first game? How is failure a necessary step toward learning and improving?   
  Why is it scary to fail? Is it scary to fail when no one is watching? What do you assume others will  
  think about you if you fail and why does it feel like their thoughts matter? What do you think and  
  feel when you see others fail? What can you keep in mind to remember to embrace joy and   
  confidence even when you are failing? 
  

DO ONE OR MORE OF THESE EXTENSION IDEAS TO BRING 
THE LESSON FROM 15 MINUTES TO 30 MINUTES OR MORE.
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